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31-10-2010 10:13 PM

Re: Graham Cooper -v- WIN TV ......... HERC STRIKES BACK

Wolfgang Wildeblood <wolfgangwildeblood@gmail.com> wrote:

>On Oct 31, 11:33*am, "|-|ercules" <radgray...@yahoo.com> wrote:
>> * * * Graham Cooper <grahamcoop...@gmail.com> *Sun, Oct 31, 2010 at 11:49
AM
>> * * * To: Cherie Flowers <cflow...@bennettphilp.com.au>
>> * * * Cc: marsha...@winqld.com.au, n...@nine.com.au,
60minutesm...@nine.com.au, to...@nine.com.au, a...@nine.com.au,
>> rockn...@winqld.com.au, 10n...@ten.com.au, newsd...@theage.com.au,
subscriber.benef...@theage.com.au, n...@7perth.com.au,
>> kph...@bennettphilp.com.au, mjo...@bennettphilp.com.au,
bsm...@bennettphilp.com.au, mcoa...@bennettphilp.com.au,
>> ssaw...@bennettphilp.com.au, lpoll...@bennettphilp.com.au,
mb...@bennettphilp.com.au, mocon...@bennettphilp.com.au,
>> abenn...@bennettphilp.com.au, kbarr...@bennettphilp.com.au,
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jhar...@bennettphilp.com.au, alamb...@bennettphilp.com.au,
>> kkee...@bennettphilp.com.au, c...@bennettphilp.com.au,
nbr...@bennettphilp.com.au, brub...@bennettphilp.com.au,
>> cyo...@bennettphilp.com.au, msingle...@bennettphilp.com.au,
nsaba...@bennettphilp.com.au, kruss...@bennettphilp.com.au,
>> dp...@bennettphilp.com.au, lnow...@bennettphilp.com.au,
pm...@bennettphilp.com.au, gmor...@bennettphilp.com.au
>> * * * Reply | Reply to all | Forward | Print | Delete | Show original
>> * * * RE: SATIRICAL WEBSITE WWW.BENNETTPHILP.COM
>>
>> * * * Mark Jones stated to court that I didn't attempt to or properly explain the
delay in proceedings.
>>
>> * * * There are only 2 recognized reasons for delay, I explained them.
>>
>> * * * I gave the dates and duration of the incarceration and forenzic order, a
printout
>> * * * of the release from the forenzic order in 2009, the involuntary drugs used
during
>> * * * the 7 year forenzic order and the effects, and an explanation of the advice
from AB LAW
>> * * * of the deferred 1 year time limit after periods of incarceration and mental
incapacitation.
>>
>> * * * There are several points for your consideration:-
>>
>> * * * 1 - Your proposed court action would involve Bennett & Philp admitting
perjury to the court.
>>
>> * * * 2 - Any publicity about my decade long ordeal for being framed as The Dick
Smith Food Extortionist being
>> * * * brushed under the carpet by Win Television would be detrimental to
yourselves and your client Win Television.
>>
>> * * * 3 - An Australian Court order to close BennettPhilp.com would be ineffective
in the United States
>> * * * where the site is hosted at NearlyFreeSpeech.net
>>
>> * * * 4 - Under the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP),
>> * * * section 4 provides what elements of the complaint are part of the
>> * * * burden of proof that the Complainant must sustain. *The Complainant
>> * * * must prove that:
>>
>> * * * * * i. your [i.e. Respondent's] domain name is identical or confusingly
similar
>> * * * * * * *to a trademark or service mark in which the complainant has rights;
and
>> * * * * * ii. you have no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the domain
name; and
>> * * * * * iii. your domain name has been registered and is being used in bad faith.
>>
>> * * * 5 - As my court case was illegally struck out with false allegations
>> * * * that my defamation claim was 7 years late, exposing perjury committed

http://WWW.BENNETTPHILP.COM/
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>> * * * by Bennett & Philp is central to continue with my claim for damages.
>>
>> * * * 6 - I currently purchase 20,000 visitors/day for my business website,
>> * * * should I similarly promotewww.BENNETTPHILP.comfor 3 months whilst
>> * * * you make a claim to the courts, 2 MILLION people will have viewed the
>> * * * undisputed facts contained at the website that Mark Jones committed
>> * * * perjury at my court case to have it struck out.
>>
>> * * * Relying on the facts above, your threats of using 67 high priced
>> * * * lawyers against me infringes on the rights of individuals who rely on
>> * * * the free exercise of their right to express themselves in cyberspace
>> * * * through the creation of critical, satirical, and personal domains.
>>
>> * * * Graham Cooper
>> * * * BInfTech University Of Queensland 1991
>> * * * Grad. Dip. Ed. (Secondary) Curtin University 2000
>>
>> * * * On 10/29/10, Cherie Flowers <cflow...@bennettphilp.com.au> wrote:
>> * * * > Dear Sir,
>> * * * >
>> * * * > Please find attached correspondence of Mr Mark Jones for your urgent
>> * * * > attention.
>> * * * >
>> * * * > Yours faithfully,
>> * * * >
>> * * * >
>> * * * >
>> * * * > Cherie Flowers
>> * * * > Solicitor
>> * * * >
>> * * * > * <http://www.bennettphilp.com.au/>
>> * * * >
>> * * * >
>> * * * > Level 16 / 15 Adelaide St Brisbane Q 4000
>> * * * > GPO BOX 463 Brisbane Q 4001
>> * * * > P: (07) 3001 2999 F: (07) 3001 2989
>> * * * >
>> * * * >
>> * * * >
>>
>> * * *www.BENNETTPHILP.com
>> * * * Win Television Legal Firm Parody Site
>>
>> --
>> A woman satisfied is a woman who could have been begging for more..
>
>Herc, how can you be so mean to a woman with a name as cute as Cherie
>Flowers? With a name like that, you should be recruiting her to work
>on that porn site you claim to own. Also, with your theories about
>people's names describing their destiny, I'm surprised you're not
>stalking her already:
>
>FLOWERS = FOLLOWERS = FOLLOW HER

http://www.BENNETTPHILP.com/
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>
>You know it makes sense.

I pointed out to him the futility of suing WIN, as under his theories
their name would predict the outcome of the case. How could some
called WIN not win?

--
Peter Bowditch aa #2243
The Millenium Project http://www.ratbags.com/rsoles
Australian Council Against Health Fraud http://www.acahf.org.au
To email me use my first name only at ratbags.com
I'm @RatbagsDotCom on Twitter
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Re: Graham Cooper -v- WIN TV ......... HERC STRIKES BACK

"Clocky" <notgonn@happen.com> wrote in
> |-|ercules wrote:
>> "Sylvia Else" <sylvia@not.here.invalid> wrote ...
>>> On 31/10/2010 4:46 PM, |-|ercules wrote:
>>>> "Sylvia Else"<sylvia@not.here.invalid> wrote...
>>>>> On 31/10/2010 2:33 PM, |-|ercules wrote:
>>>>>> 3 - An Australian Court order to close BennettPhilp.com
>>>>>> would be ineffective in the United States where the site
>>>>>> is hosted at NearlyFreeSpeech.net
>>>>>
>>>>> If the court orders you to remove the site, and you fail to
>>>>> comply, then you will be in contempt. You've been locked up before
>>>>> Herc. The way you're headed, it's going to happen again.
>>>>
>>>> Who's going to arrest me, knowing they'll be the Star Feature on
>>>> www.AustralianPolice.com when I get out?
>>>>
>>>> Herc
>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>> If the court orders your arrest, you'll be arrested. Your website
>>> won't alter that.
>>
>> As Australia's most active Police Watchdog I drive rental cars and
>> live in cash only accomodation, I don't think triangulating my modem
>> signal is worth it for calling lying lawyers "liars".
>
> You're just another homeless schizophrenic bum.
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>
> In the good old days you would have been locked up for good with a nice padded cell
and three squares a day.
>

Where did I get these $1500 per day www.CamGirls.com stats from?
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